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Abstract 

Face recognition has become one of the important factors in recent years for security by 

fraud detection of passports and visas, ATM'S and banks,identification of criminals,prevent 

fraud votersetc. Face Recognition is a unique technique through which a person is 

recognised by his facial image. With the help of this techniques, this study can possibly 

differentiate human faces, identify human face, make modifications for the facial image and it 

will be helpful for the person to authenticate himself into any secure system.In recent years, 

there has been some improvement in the performance of computer-based image recognition 

algorithms. Over the last decade, many face recognition algorithms and techniques are 

evolved, this face recognition algorithms include Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and support 

vector machine (SVM); these Image-based face recognition algorithms are classified into two 

types Video-based face recognition algorithms and Image-based face recognition algorithms. 

This study will classify and compare the Image-based face recognition algorithms according 

to their use and accuracy and we can choose one of the best algorithm among them for face 

recognisation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The term face recognition includes several 

sub stages as a two-step process. They are 

feature extraction and classification. 

 

Feature extraction is the process of 

collecting discriminative information from 

a given set of samples and it is one of the 

major issue in face recognition systems. 

Many feature recognition algorithms are 

used for face recognition [1]. 

 

The feature classification of face 

recognition algorithms is used for 

grouping the features based on some 

criteria. This feature classification 

sometimes might also be related to facet 

selection which is to choose a division of 

the extracted features that would optimise 

the machine learning algorithms and 

possibly reduces the noise removing not 

related features. Researchers have taken 

many algorithms and customized these 

algorithms for the purpose of face 

recognition [2].  

 

For example, Principle component analysis 

(PCA) was applied to face representation 

and recognition. 

 

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

method is observably an advantage of 

feature extraction, but principal component 

analysis is more appropriate for image 

reconstruction because there is no 

consideration for the separation of various 

classes. Aim at best possible separability 

of feature subspace, Linear Discriminate 

Analysis (LDA) can just make up for the 

deficiency of Principal component 
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analysis. Independent Component 

Analysis(ICA) is a method that finds better 

basis by recognizing the high-order 

relations between the image pixels, once 

the image features are extracted, the next 

step is to categorize the image [3, 4]. 

 

Large margin classifiers are recently 

proposed in machine learning such as 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). The 

method used in this step is Support Vector 

Machines(SVM), which have been 

developed in the frame work of statistical 

learning theory, and SVM have been 

successfully applied to large number of 

applications, that are ranging from time to 

time series prediction to image-based face 

recognition, to biological data processing 

for medical diagnosis [5]. Vapnik 

Chervonenkis (VC) dimension theory and 

Structural Risk Minimization principle 

based on SVM can well resolve some 

practical problems such as nonlinear, high 

dimensional small sample size problems 

etc. In this study, support vector machines 

(SVMs) were used for classification using 

different method for taking features out: 

ICA, PCA and  LDA, these experiments 

were implemented by using two face 

databases, the Indian Face Database (IFD) 

and ATT Face Database. The image-based 

face recognition system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Face recognition system. 

 

The outline of the study is as follows: 

Section 2 feature extraction and 

classification. In section 3 contains 

experimental results. Section 4 concludes 

the study. 

 

FEATURE EXTRACTION  

It includes more than a limited phase’s 

dimensionality lessening, article 

abstraction besides piece mixture. It has a 

huge structures trajectory which 

deliberates the full double that desires a 

decrease of height besides collection the 

imperative geographies. At that time, these 

new-fangled geographies willpower be 

second-hand intended for the keeping fit in 

addition taxing of SVM classifier. It 

describes three practises of abstraction 

article, Principal component analysis 

(PCA), independent component analysis 

(ICA) and linear discriminate analysis 

(LDA) [6]. 
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is a method, which is used to 

simplify the problem of choosing the 

representation of Eigen values and 

corresponding Eigen vectors to get a 

consistent representation. This can be 

achieved by diminishing the dimension 

space of the representation. Popular 

command to attain fast in addition 

vigorous entity acknowledgment, the 

measurement interstellar requirements to 

be concentrated. Furthermore, PCA 

likewise recollects the innovative statistics 

of the information. Eigenface grounded 

process rub on the PCA source 

 

Eigen Face Based Algorithm 

Eigen face founded method is the greatest 

extensively rummagesale technique 

intended for expression discovery. 

Rendering to Pavanet et.al., Eigen face is 

healthy recognised unpaid to its 

effortlessness, a less important quantity 

complex in postures and healthier 

presentation connecting minor folders or 

working out sets. This method exploits the 

attendance of eyes, nose and mouth on a 

face and comparative coldness flanked by 

these items. This distinguishing piece is 

recognized as Eigen face in facemask 

province this massage article container be 

pull out by spending a carefully worked-

out instrument called Principle Component 

Analysis (PCA). By using PCA, any 

innovative duplicate on or after the 

working out set jerry can be renovated by 

coalescing the Eigen face. Mostly, a face is 

off the record. 

 

The approach of face recognition 

algorithm involves following steps: 

1. Obtain a early customary of facemask 

imageries(the training set). 

2. Estimate the Eigen faces after the 

exercise set, possession solitary the M 

descriptions that parallel to the 

maximum Eigen values. This M 

pictures describe the face space. As 

new-fangled expressions are 

experienced, the Eigen faces can be 

modernised or recalculated. 

3. Compute the conforming 

dissemination in M-dimensional 

weightiness universe for separately 

well-known different, by sticking out 

their face descriptions against the 

"allowed interstellar". 

 

These processes jerry can likewise be 

completed on or after period to stretch 

every time in attendance is allowed 

additional computational dimensions. 

 

Obligating set the organization; the 

subsequent stepladders are at that time 

brand-new to recognise new-fangled 

expression metaphors: 

1. Compute a customary of heaviness 

founded on effort doppelgänger in 

addition the M-Eigen faces by 

prominent the contribution 

doppelgänger against individually of 

the eigenfaces. 

2. Govern if the duplicate is an 

appearance at all(whether known or 

unknown) by read-through to see if the 

spitting image is appropriately close to 

"face space". 

3. If it is a face, organise the burden 

arrangement as what's more an 

acknowledged somebody or as 

mysterious. 

4. (Optional) bring up-to-date the Eigen 

expressions and or heaviness 

decorations 

5. (Optional) unknown the equivalent 

unfamiliar appearance is perceived 

quite a few times determine its 

representative weightiness 

arrangement and integrate obsessed by 

acknowledged outsides. 

 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

The greatest communal scheme for 

producing spatially limited to a small area 

topographies is to spread over self-

governing constituent breakdown (ICA) to 

foodstuffs foundation trajectories that are 
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statistically autonomous (not just linearly 

decorrelated , as with PCA). It is an 

alternate to PCA which make available a 

supplementary commanding information 

demonstration in addition it’s a 

differentiate investigation measure, which 

can be hand-me-down to develop PCA. 

 

ICA intended for expression 

acknowledgment requires be situated 

projected under two architecture by 

Barlettetal. The construction 1 designed at 

outcome a traditional of statistically self-

determining beginning imaginings despite 

the fact the planning 2 catches a factorial 

code. The architecture 1 has been used.  

 

This process involves the following two 

initial steps: 

1. The appearance descriptions in the 

folder are prearranged as atmosphere X 

cutting-edge which respectively racket 

resembles to duplicate. 

2. The appearance record is administered 

to acquire a condensed dataset 

fashionable directive to decrease the 

subtraction good organization of the 

ICA procedure. The concentrated 

dataset is attained on or after the 

foremost m principal component (PC) 

Eigen vectors of the spitting image 

catalogue. From here and now, the 

opening footstep is spread over PCA to 

govern the m PCs, and then the ICA 

set of rules is accomplished on the 

principal components consuming the 

carefully worked-out method termed. 

 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 

LDA is also known as Fisher’s Linear 

Discriminant (FLD).It reduces the 

dimension space by using the FLD 

technique. FLD technique utilizes within-

class information, minimizing variation 

within each class and maximizing class 

separation. 

 

Fisher Face Based Algorithm 

The Fisher face based approach is one of 

the widely used methods for feature 

extraction in facial images. According to 

Shang-Hung Lin, Fisher face based 

algorithm is a modification of the 

eigenface algorithm to provide the lighting 

variation. Bulhumeur reported that the 

Fisher face image recognition algorithm 

performs better than eigenface in a 

condition where the lighting condition is 

varied .The fisher faced based approach 

requires several instruction images for 

each facial image. Therefore, the fisher 

face approach cannot be applied to the face 

recognition applications one example for 

fisher face algorithm is image per person is 

available for training. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

When the support vector machine is used for 

all the three face recognition algorithms, the 

results are as follows (figure 2): 

 

 
Figure 2: Flow chart describing the accuracy of face recognition algorithms using Support 

vector machine. 
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PCA+SVM gives 90.24 percent accuracy 
of ATT and 66.28 percent accuracy of 
IFD. 
LDA+SVM gives 90.24 percent accuracy 
of ATT and 66.28 percent accuracy of 
IFD. 
ICA+SVM gives 90.24 percent accuracy 
of ATT and 66.28 percent accuracy of 
IFD. 
Completely this experimentations be 

situated voted for on sale on the 
ORL(ATT) in addition Indian face 
database(IFD) which comprehend 
capriciousness in countenance, position, and 
facial information, The domino effect 
attained for these facial acknowledgment set 
of rules be necessary be present associated 
unpredictable the numeral of keeping fit 
metaphors. These algorithms cylinder be 
employed consuming MATLAB.

 

Table 1: Comparisonof face recognition algorithms PCA, ICA and LDA. 
TECNIQUE PCA ICA LDA 

Class information usage NO NO YES 

Iterative NO YES NO 

Order of Statistics Second order Higher order Second order 

Recognition rate(80 per database) 70% 79% 89% 

Speed Medium Very low High 

Scalability Low Low High 

 
CONCLUSION 
The survey of image-based secure face 
recognition algorithms is done to classify 
various Image-based face recognition 
algorithms and techniques that are 
developed so that we can classify and 
compare the best Face recognition 
algorithms based on the face extraction 
and face classification. In computer,the 
faces are recognised in different size, 
shape and position by using this 
techniques LDA,PCA and ICA 
experimentally, this study proves that 
these algorithms can be more accurate 
when compared by using SVM classifier. 
This is most efficient, robust and provides 
appropriate experimental results. This 
study shows that the algorithms highly 
recognizes all the images in a sequence of 
video.  
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